
Descriptions of Workshops

7th Annual Exceptional Women of Color Conference

Importance of a Professional Online Presence
presented by Jennifer Baker
In this session sponsored by Constant Contact you will learn the importance of cleaning up your online presence, Social Media do’s and 
don’ts, email marketing best practices, what tools to use to be most effective in your business, and  best practices for the professional 
person to look their best online. 

Step Up & Stand Out In a Bigger Bolder & Brilliant Way
presented by Victor Jenkins
As we Step Up and Stand Out in a Bigger, Bolder and more Brilliant way, we must develop much more mental flexibility.  The mentally 
flexible person looks at the world in an open-minded, curious and unbiased way.  She has learned to approach various experiences 
with an innocent rather than all-knowing frame of mind, aware that things are not always what they seem.  Our mental flexibility makes 
us better communicators and it is our communication skills that give listeners the ability to perceive and appreciate that part of us.  
During this workshop, we will explore the constructive and destructive use of grabbers, rigid attitudes and a very necessary ability of 
being able to think on our feet.

Re-Fueling Your Love Tank: The Power of Loving Yourself Through the Busy-ness of Life 
presented by Anita Ross
Do you spend most of your time focusing on others? Is your career, family or relationship monopolizing your time?  Do the challenges 
of balancing it all ever seem insurmountable?  In this powerful workshop, you will recognize that it’s not just the roles you play, or the 
goals you have, that require your attention. You will discover how to give love from the overflow by re-energizing, re-igniting and re-
inspiring your mind, body and soul!  

How to Change Your Life with A Definite Chief Aim 
presented by Shalawn Garcia 
Success depends on seeing opportunities clearly, cultivating skills, evaluating yourself, and making effective decisions. However, questions 
arise and steps are not always clear when reaching for our goals in a constantly changing environment. Developing a “Definite Chief Aim,” 
as described by Napolean Hill in Think And Grow Rich is a principle way to achieve your goals.  Shalawn Garcia, Real Estate Broker and Loan 
Consultant will use her 20+ year experience with clients to help guide you through defining your “chief aim,” tools to get unstuck, and 
when to make a U-turn to continue moving toward more accurate, attainable goals within a solvent vision.  

Health Talk 360 focusing Preserve the Sexy: Mental, Physical & Spiritual Health for Women of Color 
Moderated by Lakenya McClough with panelists: Dr. Tiffany Mimms, Dr. Vera Go, Dr. Addie Ellis, Deborah Wells
Emotional, physical and spiritual wellness means you feel good about yourself, your relationships, your work, and your purpose in life. 
Learn new tips and tools to help you live better, become more balanced, and feel better.  Are you or loved ones putting your health at 
risk with poor eating habits? Lack of exercise? Not enough sleep? Ignoring emotions? Sexual practices that can lead to HIV and STDs? 
Drug use? Homelessness? There are many things you can do to protect, nurture, and improve your mental and physical health. When 
we’re in good health we are more creative, productive, and better leaders.

Tapping Into Our Power: The Importance of Women’s Leadership and Sphere of Influence 
Presented by Christi Ketchum
Learn to explore & expand the role of Women in the social, economic, and political justice movement. Discuss how to develop and 
strengthen leadership to ensure women and girls are armed with the tools, resources, opportunities, confidence, and fortitude to lead 
and continue the fight for social change. 
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